ON THE INNER APERTURE AND INTERSECTIONS OF CONVEX SETS D. G. LARMAN
If C u , C n are n convex surfaces or sets in d-dimensional Euclidean space E d , then it is of some interest to study the invariance properties of Π?=i (Q + «*) for all choices of vectors α, in E*. Such considerations occur naturally in identifying an object irrespective of the direction in which it approaches the observer.
For example, Melzak [2] and Lewis [1] have investigated the conditions under which the intersection Πi=i (C t + a % ) of certain convex surfaces always is a single point. These surfaces arise from the work of Ratcliίf and Hartline [3] concerning varying light intensities upon different visual elements of the eye.
In this article we study such intersections and in Theorem 1, we show that the result of Melzak [1] has an associated Helly number in E 2 but not in E 3 . In Theorem 2 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for Π?=iC< + a t to be nonempty, whenever C u •••, C n are convex sets, in terms of the outward normals. This condition is not easy to apply in that it involves the outward normals to intersections of d-membered subsets. So in Theorem 3 we give a sufficient condition in terms of inner and outer apertures which is widely applicable. Finally, in Theorem 4, we give a characterization of the sets which can arise as inner apertures. I am indebted to Z. A. Melzak for suggesting these problems to me.
To define the inner and outer aperture, let D be a convex subset (l(u, v) 
is the union of those rays I = l (o, u) 
Proof. We parametrise S 1 in terms of the angle θ made with some fixed line through the origin and consider the semicircular interval [0, π] Proof. In [4] , Santalo constructs, for each n ^ 3, a family of n compact convex two dimensional sets F u , F n in E 2 so that each n -1 members of the family admit a common transversal but the entire family does not have a common transversal. We mention that such an example is the family of n circular discs whose centers have polar coordinates p = 1 and θ -2kπ/n, k = 1, , n and whose radii are all equal to cos 2 π/n or cos 2 π/n + cos 2 π/2n -1 according as whether n is even or odd. Now, if we place the configuration
, D n be the corresponding closed spherically convex subsets of S 2 obtained by the projection of F u , F % into S 2 from the origin. Clearly D 19 , D n satisfy the requirements of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the first part is essentially due to Melzak [1] but as he makes the restriction that d = n we repeat the details.
If there exist n parallel lines of support l l9 , l n to C* 9 , C£ respectively then by translating the line l ό into the relative interior of Cj if necessary, j = 1, , n we obtain n nondegenerate similarly orientated chords [p 3 , qj] of C* parallel to l s such that , l n are parallel lines of support to C l9 , C n respectively which completes the proof of the first part. In E 2 we may select a set A t of unit tangent vectors u to C* by ensuring that the outward normal lies on the left hand side of u when viewed from the point of contact on C, in a clockwise direction. Then A t is a spherically convex subset of S 1 which is either S 1 or is contained in semicircle according to whether or not C t is bounded. Now 
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This, by Lemma 1, is true if and only if there exists some four membered subset of C*, , C* which do not possess parallel lines of support which completes the proof of the second part of the theorem.
In E 3 and for each n ^> 2 consider the n closed spherically convex subsets D l9
, D n of S 2 afforded by Lemma 2. If <, > denotes scalar product consider the set of closed half-spaces ^ such that H~~ e βέζ if H~ -{x: <x, u) <^ 1} for some ue Di .
Then D t is the set of outward normals to C* and so as D t is two dimensional, Cf does not contain a line, i = 1, , n. Also for every n -1 membered subset C?., , C* n _ 1 of C u , C n the corresponding set of outward normals We observe the following lemma which is easily established by separating two disjoint convex sets by a hyperplane. LEMMA 
Two convex sets C u C 2 in E d cannot he separated by translation if and only if N(C^) Π ( -N(C 2 )) -o, where N(Ci) is the convex cone of outward normals to C
Using Helly's theorem we readily verify the following lemma. To prove the second part, let C? denote the closure of C i9 i = 1, • , w. We may assume that C x and C* do not contain a line and that for some n, ΓXl=l C* is unbounded, which is certainly true for n = 2. As ΠS 1 C* is convex closed and unbounded it follows that 0{f\i=lCf) is nonempty. If no matter how large X is taken, (Xu + ΠT^l 1 C % ) Π C m contains a point z(λ) say then, by (5), z(X) is confined to a compact set ΠΓ=i G i and z(λ) -λw € flί^1 C if X ^ 0. It follows that -ί is a ray of OίflS 1 C*) which is a contradiction to C* not containing a line. So f\ΐLiC* is an unbounded closed convex set and hence O(f\T=i Cf) is nonempty. So repeating this process for m = 1, 2, , n we conclude that O(Π?=i C?) is nonempty as required. DEFINITION REMARK. SO, in particular, C has to be a (-^-convex cone with apex the origin such that if x e {cl. C}\C then the smallest exposed face F(x) of cl. C that contains x is also contained in {cl. C}\C. In E z the converse is also true.
Proof. We shall assume that the theorem is true in d -1 dimensions, the theorem being trivial for d = 1. where
Then 3(f = JJ~=i ^ * and so, using (6), (7) it is enough to show that Combining (12) and (3),
C^KnΠίnt.H-
which completes the proof of the necessity of the conditions.
(ii) Sufficiency. Suppose now that
here Sίf is an ^-collection of closed half-spaces and o e H for all R-e Sίf. So we may write Sίf = UΓ=i ^t where the Sίf t form an increasing sequence of closed collections.
Consider the closed convex cone Henceforth therefore we may suppose that C o is a proper closed convex cone in E d i.e., C o does not contain a line and we can also suppose that the ray is in C o and that the hyperplane π 0 = {x d = 0} supports C o with 7Γ 0 n C o = o. Then, as for K in the proof of necessity,
where Sίf* is a closed set of closed half-spaces whose bounding hyperplanes pass through o. We may suppose that and let
We shall produce inductively a nested sequence of closed convex sets {C*}i=o such that C< is the inner aperture of C* and indeed Suppose that I is a ray of C Q not in ^(C*). Then there exists m such that a u (l) ^m,v^Q.
So I is not in ^(C* +ι ) = C m+1 . Consequently I is not in C. So 
